
POLITICAL PARTY FUNDING:

1907 TIFLIS BANK ROBBERY

Weekly transmission 26-2018 presents:

Tbilisi's pre-1936 international designation Tiflis II
e 1907 Tiflis Bank Robbery, also known as the Yerevan Square Expropriation III-VII
Weekly Drawing by éophile Bouchet: “Yerevan Square” VIII
Tbilisuri Street Pavement Studies, 8 silver prints 1-8

Previous transmissions can be found at:  www.plantureux.fr
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The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The albumen prints are part of  an album, mixed with some Lai Afong’s photographs

N°26-2018. MYSTERIOUS MARSHALL MILTON MILLER

Tbilisi - Tiflis

“Tbilisi (in some countries also still named by its pre-1936 international designation Tiflis) is the capital
of  Georgia, lying on the banks of  the Kura River with a population of  1.5 million people ... 

The history of  Tbilisi, the capital of  Georgia, dates back to at least the 5th century AD. Since its
foundation, Tbilisi has been an important cultural, political and economic center of  the Caucasus and
served, with intermissions, as the capital of  various Georgian kingdoms and republics. Under the Russian
rule, from 1801 to 1917 it was called Tiflis and held the seat of  the Imperial Viceroy governing both
sides of  the entire Caucasus ... By the 1850s Tbilisi once again emerged as a major trade and a cultural
center. The likes of  Ilia Chavchavadze, Akaki Tsereteli, Mirza Fatali Akhundzade, Iakob Gogebashvili,
Alexander Griboedov and many other statesmen, poets, and artists all found their home in Tbilisi. The
city was visited on numerous occasions by and was the object of  affection of  Alexander Pushkin, Leo
Tolstoy, Mikhail Lermontov, the Romanov Family and others. Tbilisi acquired different architectural
monuments and the attributes of  an international city, as well as its own urban folklore and language,
and the specific Tbilisuri (literally, belonging to Tbilisi) culture...
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e 1907 Tiflis Bank Robbery, also known as the Yerevan Square Expropriation

was an armed robbery on 26 June 1907[a] in the city of  Tiflis in the Tiflis Governorate in the Caucasus
Viceroyalty of  the Russian Empire (now Georgia's capital, Tbilisi). A bank cash shipment was stolen
by Bolsheviks to fund their revolutionary activities. The robbers attacked a bank stagecoach and surrounding
police and military using bombs and guns while the stagecoach was transporting money through Yerevan
Square (now Freedom Square) between the post office and the Tiflis branch of  the State Bank of  the
Russian Empire. The attack killed forty people and injured fifty others, according to official archive
documents. The robbers escaped with 341,000 rubles (equivalent to around US 3.86 million in 2017).

The robbery was organized by a number of  top-level Bolsheviks, including Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Stalin,
Maxim Litvinov, Leonid Krasin, and Alexander Bogdanov, and executed by a party of  revolutionaries led
by Stalin's early associate Ter-Petrosian (Kamo). 

The RSDLP, the predecessor to the Communist Party of  the Soviet Union, was formed in 1898. The
goal of  the RSDLP was to carry out a Marxist proletarian revolution against the Russian Empire. As
part of  their revolutionary activity, the RSDLP and other revolutionary groups (such as anarchists and
Socialist Revolutionaries) practised a range of  militant operations, including "expropriations", a euphemism
for armed robberies of  government or private funds to support revolutionary activities.

From 1903 onwards, the RSDLP were divided between two major groups: the Bolsheviks and the
Mensheviks. After the suppression of  the 1905 Revolution by the Russian Empire, the RSDLP held its
5th Congress in May-June 1907 in London with the hopes of  resolving differences between the Bolsheviks
and the Mensheviks. One issue that still separated the two groups was the divergence of  their views on
militant activities, and in particular, "expropriations". The most militant Bolsheviks, led at the 5th Congress
by Vladimir Lenin, supported continuation of  the use of  robberies, while Mensheviks advocated a more
peaceful and gradual approach to revolution, and opposed militant operations. At the 5th Congress, a
resolution was passed condemning participation in or assistance to all militant activity, including
"expropriations" as "disorganizing and demoralizing", and called for all party militias to be disbanded. 

This resolution passed with 65 % supporting and 6 %opposing (others abstained or did not vote) with
all Mensheviks and even some Bolsheviks supporting the resolution.

Despite the unified party's prohibition on separate committees, during the 5th Congress the Bolsheviks
elected their own governing body, called the Bolshevik Centre, and kept it secret from the rest of  the RSDLP. 

The Bolshevik Centre was headed by a "Finance Group" consisting of  Lenin, Krasin and Bogdanov. 
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Among other party activities, the Bolshevik leadership had already planned a number of  "expropriations"
in different parts of  Russia by the time of  the 5th Congress and was awaiting a major robbery in Tiflis,
which occurred only weeks after the 5th Congress ended. 

Preparation. Before the Congress met, high-ranking Bolsheviks held a meeting in Berlin in April 1907 to
discuss staging a robbery to obtain funds to purchase arms. Attendees included Lenin, Krasin, Bogdanov,
Stalin, and Litvinov. The group decided that Stalin, then known by his earlier nom de guerre Koba, and
the Armenian Simon Ter-Petrossian, known as Kamo, should organize a bank robbery in the city of
Tiflis.

The 29-year-old Stalin was living in Tiflis with his wife Ekaterina and newborn son Yakov. Stalin was
experienced at organizing robberies, and these exploits had helped him gain a reputation as the Centre's
principal financier. Kamo, four years younger than Stalin, had a reputation for ruthlessness; later in his
life he cut a man's heart from his chest. At the time of  the conspiracy, Kamo ran a criminal organization
called "the Outfit".
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Stalin said that Kamo was "a master of  disguise", and Lenin called Kamo his "Caucasian bandit".
Stalin and Kamo had grown up together, and Stalin had converted Kamo to Marxism.

After the April meeting, Stalin and Litvinov travelled to Tiflis to inform Kamo of  the plans and to organize
the raid. According to Roman Brackman's The Secret File of  Joseph Stalin: A Hidden Life,
while Stalin was working with the Bolsheviks to organize criminal activities, he was also acting as an
informant for the Okhrana, the Russian secret police. Brackman alleges that once the group returned to
Tiflis, Stalin informed his Okhrana contact, Officer Mukhtarov, about the bank robbery plans and
promised to provide the Okhrana with more information at a later time.
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In Tiflis, Stalin began planning for the robbery. He established contact with two individuals with inside
information about the State Bank's operations: a bank clerk named Gigo Kasradze and an old school
friend of  Stalin's named Voznesensky who worked at the Tiflis banking mail office. 
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Voznesensky later stated that he had helped out in the theft out of  admiration for Stalin's romantic poetry. 

Voznesensky worked in the Tiflis banking mail office, giving him access to a secret schedule that showed
the times that cash would be transferred by stagecoach to the Tiflis branch of  the State Bank. 

Voznesensky notified Stalin that the bank would be receiving a large shipment of  money by horse-drawn
carriage on 26 June 1907.

Krasin helped manufacture bombs to use in the attack on the stagecoach. Kamo's gang smuggled bombs
into Tiflis by hiding them inside a sofa. Only weeks before the robbery, Kamo accidentally detonated one
of  Krasin's bombs while trying to set the fuse. The blast severely injured him in the eye, leaving a permanent
scar. Kamo was confined to his bed for a month owing to intense pain, and had not fully recovered by the
time of  the robbery.

Because such activities were explicitly prohibited by the 5th Congress of  the Russian Social Democratic
Labour Party (RSDLP), the robbery and the killings caused outrage within the party against the Bolsheviks
(a faction within the RSDLP). As a result, Lenin and Stalin tried to distance themselves from the robbery. 

The events surrounding the incident and similar robberies split the Bolshevik leadership, with Lenin against
Bogdanov and Krasin. 

Despite the success of  the robbery and the large sum involved, the Bolsheviks could not use most of  the
large bank notes obtained from the robbery because their serial numbers were known to the police. 

Lenin conceived of  a plan to have various individuals cash the large bank notes at once at various locations
throughout Europe in January 1908, but this strategy failed, resulting in a number of  arrests, worldwide
publicity, and negative reaction from European social democrats.

Kamo was caught in Germany shortly after the robbery but successfully avoided a criminal trial by feigning
insanity for more than three years. He managed to escape from his psychiatric ward but was captured two
years later while planning another robbery. 

Kamo was then sentenced to death for his crimes including the 1907 robbery, but his sentence was
commuted to life imprisonment; he was released after the 1917 Revolution. None of  the other major
participants or organizers of  the robbery were ever brought to trial. 

After his death, a grave and monument to Kamo was erected near Yerevan Square in Pushkin Gardens.
This monument was later removed, and Kamo's remains moved elsewhere.
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On 25 February 1956, at a closed session of  the 20th Congress of  the Communist Party of  the Soviet
Union, the Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev delivered a "secret speech" in which he criticized actions taken
by the Stalin regime, particularly the purges of  the military and the upper Party echelons, and the
development of  Stalin's alleged cult of  personality, while maintaining support for other ideals of
Communism by invoking Vladimir Lenin.

Rumors that "Vozhd" (the Leader) and "the Father of  the Nations", who had been established as the
principal symbol in early Soviet communism, had been denounced by his successor quickly spread throughout
the Soviet Union. Although the details were unknown, it came as a real shock to the Soviet society.

In spite of  party's restriction of  Georgian nationalism, Khrushchev’s policy of  de-Stalinization was,
paradoxically, a blow to Georgian national pride. The younger generation of  the Georgians, not fully
acquainted with the darker side of  Stalin’s rule and bred on the panegyrics and permanent praise of  the
"genius" of  Stalin, was proud to consider him being a Georgian that ruled over great Russia, and, as
believed widely, dominated the world. Now, Stalin's denigration was seen as a symbol for the mistreatment
of  Georgian national consciousness at the hands of  the Russian/Soviet rulers.

Patriotic sentiment mixed with political protest was further inflamed by the sarcastic and bitter manner
in which Khrushchev ascribed all horrors of  the era to the "genial" leader Stalin, whom, as he ironically
put it, the Georgians so much enjoyed calling "the great son of  the Georgian nation". Sergei Arutiunov of
the Russian Academy of  Sciences relates:

The shift of  loyalty demanded of  them at that moment was too enormous to execute easily. For people with a
Transcaucasian background, Khrushchev’s speech was by no means a revelation. But many Georgians reacted in a
rather peculiar way. Consider the peasants in Kardenakhi, the native village of  my grandfather, and in many other
villages from whom I had learnt the truth about the GULAGs already in the early 1940s. These people never referred
to Stalin in other terms than as the "moustached one", or more explicitly, "that moustached beast" (es ulvashiani
mkhetsi) even in a circle of  trusted people. Now, they promptly displayed portraits of  Stalin on the windshields of
their tractors and lorries… This was a surprising diametrical shift. However, while among Russians, it was a shift
from one sort of  conformity to another conformity, in Georgia the shift was from one non-conformist behavior to
another kind of  non-conformist behavior.

It was in the immediate aftermath of  the 1956 event that the first Georgian underground groups calling
for an outright secession from the Soviet Union appeared. They were typically small and weak and the
Soviet authorities were able to quickly neutralize them. However, they gave origin to a new generation of
dissidents, such as Merab Kostava and Zviad Gamsakhurdia, both teenage participants of  the March
1956 rally, who would lead Georgia into its struggle for independence in the 1980s.”

(Wikipedia) 
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 800 euros
“One component of  the National Museum, the Ioseb Grishashvili Tbilisi History Museum, held collections covering
the history of  the Tbilisi Self-Government in 1875-1917.

These collections were the basis for the establishment of  the Museum in 1910. They allow viewers to clearly understand
the decisions made by the local government to solve problems related to utilities, water canala, paving of  the streets,
illumination of  the city, transport, sanitary clearing of  the city, health protection, problems related to education and
culture and more.” (http://museum.ge) 
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Tram rails, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 600 euros
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Uneven Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 600 euros
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 400 euros
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 400 euros
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 400 euros
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 400 euros
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Tiflis Self  Governement Photographer. Paving of  the Streets, c. 1907

Vintage silver print on thin matte paper, 175x235 mm, no credit. 600 euros
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